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1* Introduction* The Pontrjagin duality theory [4] establishes a
dual relationship between pairs of locally compact Abelian groups (re-
ferred to in the remainder of the paper as L.C.A. groups): Namely,
if two groups are duals each is isomorphic and homeomorphic to the
group of all continuous homomorphisms (character group) of the other
into the circle K, the character group being provided with the compact-
open topology. The question arises whether this same property will
hold true for groups of mappings into some group other than K.
Pontrjagin answers this in the negative by showing that if we consider
mappings into any group other than K, that K itself will not be the
character group of its character group. However, for a more restricted
class of groups than the class of all L.C.A. groups, the duality property
might yet hold true for mappings into some group other than the circle.
The purpose of this paper is to show that the duality theorem is valid
if we consider mappings of any L.C.A. totally disconnected (L.C.T.D.A.)
group into the discrete rationals modulo 1. It is shown that the same
theorem is true using various topologies on this group and a necessary
and sufficient condition on the topology is given in order that the theorem
be true. For the case of L.C.A. p-primary groups, it is shown that
the duality theorem is true using any separated topology on the p-primary
component of the rationals modulo 1. Since the rationals modulo 1 are
a subgroup of the circle, we are merely using different topologies on
the necessary part of the circle, the resulting character groups being
the same as those in the classical case. However, for the case of compact
T.D.A. groups, a genuinely new theory is exhibited in which the
character groups are not in general the same as those of the Pontrjagin
theory. Throughout the paper the word group will be used to denote
an Abelian separated topological group. The additive notation will be
used for the group operation. We shall use the symbol 2r: to represent
an algebraic isomorphism and ~ to represent an algebraic isomorphism
and topological homeomorphism.

2 Character theory.

DEFINITION. Let G and g be two groups, g will be called the
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auxiliary group. (G, g) will denote the group of all continuous homo-
morphisms of G into g. The topology in (G, g) is as follows : a neighbor-
hood U of 0 in (G, g) will depend on a compact subset C of G and a
neighborhood V of 0 in g

U{C, V)= {a e (G, g) :

The proof of the following proposition is omitted.

PROPOSITION 1. (G, g) is a group.

For any x e G, x may be considered to define a homomorphism a? of
(G, #) into <7 as follows :

x(a)=a(x) for any a e (G, # ) .

Under this definition, x is a continuous homomorphism of (G, </) into ^.
The proof of the following two propositions for the case that g=K are
given in [4] and carry over exactly to the general case.

PROPOSITION 2. If G is a L.C.A. group and has sufficiently many
continuous homomorphisms into g, that is, given x^O in G, there is an
a 6 (G, g) such that a(x)φΰ, then a one-to-one continuous image of G is
included in ((G, g), g).

PROPOSITION 3. (G1 x G2, g)^(Glf g) x (G2, g).

By induction,

π Gi9 g)^ π (Gt, g).

In a similar manner, the following proposition is easily shown.

PROPOSITION 4. (G, g1 x g2)^(G, g1) x (G, #2)
and by induction,

DEFINITION. Let H be a subgroup of G. H*d(G, g) is defined as
follows :

H*={ae(G,g):a(H)={0}}.

The following proposition can be proved directly.

PROPOSITION 5. H* is α closed subgroup of (G, #).
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Since the next theorem applies to open compact subgroups of G, we
note that in a L.C.T.D.A. group, any neighborhood of 0 contains an
open compact subgroup [5].

THEOREM 2.1. // H is an open compact subgroup of G, then

Proof. Let Ae(GIH,g). We define α e i ϊ * as follows: if N re-
presents the natural mapping of G onto G/H then a(x)=A(N(x)). We
now map A-^a. It is shown in [4] for the case g=K, that / is a
continuous, onto, isomorphism. The proof carries over to the general
case. It remains to show f~ι is continuous. Let Uf = U'(D, V) be any
neighborhood of 0 in {GjH, g). Since H is open, G[H is discrete and
hence D is finite. Let

If C^N'^D), CCG, then

Since each coset xt + H is compact, C is compact. Letting
UH*=U(C, V)Γ\H* (a neighborhood of 0 in H% we have f-\Um)CJJ'
and f~ι is continuous.

THEOREM 2.2. If g is discrete and G is a L.C.A. group, then
/\ /\ /X

(G, g)~{g, G), where G and g are the classical character groups.

Proof. Consider any αe(G, g). Define <* e(£, G) as follows [6] :

a(x)(X)=x(a(X)) χeg,XeG.

a(x) is defined since a and x are both continuous homomorphisms. In
[1] and [6] it is shown that a is a continuous homomorphism of # into

G. We map a-^a. f is obviously a homomorphism and is one-to-one
since g has sufficiently many characters in the classical theory. By
considering ot of G into *g defined similarly to a it is easily seen that
/ is onto. Since in (G, g) we may consider neighborhoods of the type
U(C, {0}) it is easy to verify that / is bicontinuous.

We note here that if g is discrete and G is compact, (G, g) is dis-
crete since U(G, {0})={0} is open in (G, g).

DEFINITION. A group G is said to be divisible if for any xeG and
any integer n, there is a yeG such that ny=x.

THEOREM 2.3. If g is divisible and discrete and H is an open
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compact subgroup of G then {H, g)~{G, g)IH*.

Proof. Let βH e {H, g). It is shown in [6] that since g is divisible,
βH may be extended to a continuous homomorphism β of (G, g). If βH

has two extensions, their difference is 0 on H so they are in the same

coset of Jϊ*. If ~β is the coset of i ϊ * containing β, we map β^+β. f
is clearly an isomorphism of (H, g) onto (G, g)jH*. By a remark above,
(H, g) is discrete. But H* = U{H, {0}) which is open so that (G, #)/iϊ*
is also discrete.

3 p-primary groups* A theorem of Braconnier [1] shows that the
p-primary groups are the basic elements in the structure of L.C.T.D.A.
groups. We present this theorem after giving the necessary definitions.

DEFINITION. A group G is said to be p-primary if for any xeG,
the mapping n—>nx of the integers into G may be extended continuously
to the mapping z~>zx of the p-adic integers, Zp into G.

DEFINITION. Let Gλ, λel, be a family of topological groups and
Hλ be open normal subgroups of the Gλ. Let G = Π Gλ and

G ' = {x= {xλ} e G : xλe Hλ for all but a finite number of λ].

G' is provided with the following topology : U is a neighborhood of 0
in Gr if U is a neighborhood of 0 in II Hκ. Under these conditions, Gr

is a topological group and is called the local direct product of Gλ with
respect to Hλ we write

Gr is L.C. if and only if each Gλ is L.C. and all but a finite number of
Hλ are compact.

DEFINITION. Let G be a group and

Gp={xe G : the mapping n~>nx of the integers into G may be
extended continuously to the mapping z~>zx of the p-adic
integers into G}.

Gp is called the p-primary component of G. If G is a L.C.T.D.A. group
then Gp is a closed subgroup of G.

THEOREM 3.1 [1]. Let G be a L.C.T.D.A. group and H any open
compact subgroup of G. Then G is isomorphic to the local direct product
of its primary components Gp relative to primary components HP=HΓ\GP

of H. If G is compact then G=Ώ Gp.
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Using the notation Cpw=cyclic group of order pn, Qi3=p-adic numbers,
Zp=p-aάie integers, and p°°=QPIZp, we note that the following simple
examples show that with p°° as auxiliary group, a duality theorem obtains
for L.C.A. p-primary groups of rank 1 (see [1] or [2]):

(Cp, p°°)^Cp, (Zp, p°°)^p°°, (Qp, p~)^QpJ and (p~, p°°)^Zp.

Proposition 3 shows that the duality theorem holds for groups of any
finite rank n. We shall show in the present section that if p°° is used
as an auxiliary group, a duality theory obtains for all L.C.A. p-primary
groups. This theorem is implied by a theorem in [2] but our proof is
given from anentirely different point of view. We shall represent Qp

as all sums {Σ-2vα«PS 0<^<<p}, Zp as sums {ΣίΓα*ίP*> O^La^p}, and
p°° as all sums

THEOREM 3.2. // g is any p-primary group then {Zp, g)~g. Further-
more (Zp, g) has a stronger topology than g, that is, the identity mapping,
of (Zp9 g) onto g is continuous.

Proof. Let ae(Zp, g) and map a-^a(l)eg. We show that / is a
continuous isomorphism of (Zp, g) onto g. / i s obviously a homomorphism.
Since g is p-primary, zx is defined for any zeZp and xeg. If α(l)=0
then <x(ri)=Q so that a is 0. Thus / is one-to-one. Now given xeg,
define <x(z)=zx. a is clearly a homomorphism and is continuous by a
theorem in [1]. Also a(l)=x. Hence / is onto. Finally, given any
neighborhood V of 0 in g we have

V))<ZV

so that / is continuous.

THEOREM 3.3. If g is a L.C.A. p-primary group then (Zp, g)~g.

Proof. Continuing in the notation of the proof of Theorem 3.2,
we show that / is bicontinuous. Let U(C, V) be a neighborhood of 0
in (Zp, g). Without loss of generality, we may consider the neighborhood
U(ZP, V) since Zp is compact. Since g is a L.C.A. p-primary group, g
is T.D. and there exists an open subgroup H such that HCZV. Now if
aef-\H) then a(l)eH, a(n)eH and since H is closed, a{Zp)C.H<ZV.
That is, aeU(Zp, V). Hence f-\H)CU{Zp, V) and since H is open f~x

is continuous.

THEOREM 3.4. // G is a L.C.A. p-primary group then ((G, p°°), p°°)
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Proof. (G, p 0 0)—^ 0 0, G) by Theorem 2.2 since p°° is discrete.

~(^py G) since it is well known that p°°^Zp.

^ G by Theorem 3.3 since G is always L.C.A.
p-primary with G [1].

Therefore,

(G, P ~ ) ^ ( P ~ , G)

^(Zp, G) as G^G

We next note that the circle K contains a subgroup isomorphic to
p°° but with non-discrete topology, namely, the subgroup of all elements
of order pn. We shall call this subgroup p°°*\ We note from the proof

of Theorem 3.4 that (G, p°°)^G^(G, p°°fc). Thus for the K topology and
the discrete topology, we obtain the same character groups. We shall
show that the identical theory obtains with the use of p°° provided with
any separated topology.

LEMMA 3.1. Let p™τ be the algebraic group p°° with separated topology
r. // a is a continuous homomorphism of a L.C.A. group G into p°°τ,
then a is a continuous mapping of G into the discrete group p°°.

Proof. Let H be an open compact subgroup of G and consider a(H)
which is also compact. Since the only locally compact topology on a
countable group is discrete, (see the footnote to the proof of Theorem
3.6) a(H)φp°°r. Since the only proper subgroups of p°° are finite, a(H)
is finite and hence discrete. Thus a is continuous on H to p°° and
since H is open, a is continuous on G to p°°.

LEMMA 3.2. For any separated topology r, there exists in p™7 a
neighborhood V of 0 such that V contains no nonzero subgroups.

Proof. Since the only proper subgroups of p°° are the groups iso-
morphic to Cpn, any nonzero subgroup contains the elements p~ι, 2p~ι,
• •-, (p—l)p~τ. However, since r is separated, there is a neighborhood
of zero excluding all these elements.

THEOREM 3.5. IfGis a L.C.A. p-primary group then (G, £>°°)=(G, P°°τ).

Proof. The isomorphism follows from Lemma 3.1. If G is compact
then by Lemma 3.2, using V as there defined, (G, V)= {0} is open so
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that (G, p°°τ) is discrete. Also (G, p°°) is discrete so the theorem holds
for compact groups. Now consider the case where G is discrete. We
may consider (G, p°°τ) and (G, p°°) as the same group with different
topologies. With this consideration, the identity mapping of (G, p°°) onto
(G, p°°τ) is clearly continuous since any set open in (G, p°°r) will be open
in (G, p°°). Since (G, v°°) is compact, the identity mapping is bicontinuous
and the theorem is true when G is discrete. Now let G be a L.C.A.
group and H an open compact subgroup of G. We know that (G/H, p°°)
^H* by Theorem 2.1. Since H is open, G/H is discrete and H* is a
compact subgroup of (G, p°°τ). H* is also open since H*=zU(H, V) where
V is the neighborhood of Lemma 3.2. Thus H * is an open compact
subgroup of (G, p°°τ). Now since i?* is compact in both (G, p°°τ) and
(G, p°°), the identity mapping of (G, £>°°) onto (G, %>°°τ) is bicontinuous on
H*. But since i ϊ * is open in both topologies, the mapping is bicontinu-
ous on (G, p°°) to (G, p°°τ).

COROLLARY. ((G, £>~T)> p°°τ)^G.

Proof. ((G, p-*), p" τ)^((G, p~), p"T)=((G> p~), p~)^G.

The question remains as to whether any group other than p°° will
give a similar duality theory when used as the auxiliary group. Although
the question is not completely settled, we shall present a theorem which
limits the type of group which may be considered. First we prove a
preliminary lemma.

LEMMA 3.3. If g is a group with arbitrarily small open subgroups
and if H is a discrete divisible subgroup of g, then H is a direct factor.

Proof. Since H is discrete, there is a neighborhood V of 0 in g
such that VΓ\H== {0}. By hypothesis, V contains an open subgroup Kλ

and JfiΓ1Π-Hr={0}. Now the set of open subgroups KC^Kx with the
property that Kλf~\H={0}, ordered by inclusion clearly satisfies the
hypothesis of Zorn's lemma. Hence we may assert the existence of a
maximal open subgroup K0^>Kι whose intersection with H is 0. The
fact that H+K0=g follows from a standard argument.

For any ^-primary group g, we let g°° be the subgroup of g consisting
of all elements of finite order and infinite height. From [1], the group
g°° with the discrete topology, call it g°°d, must be a direct product of
groups isomorphic to p°°. Hence g~~ Π p°° with some appropriate topology.

THEOREM 3.6. Let g be a p-primary group such that for any L.C.A.
p-primary group G, ((G, g), g)~G. Then
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(a) if (G, g) is L.C.A. then g^p°°,
(b) if g is L.C.A. then g^p°°,
(c) if gς£p°° then g06— Π p°° with infinitely many factors and g con-

tains arbitrarily small compact nonopen subgroups.

Proof, (a) We first observe that since the only homomorphic images
of p°° are p°° itself or {0}, that g must contain a subgroup p^^p00 in
order that there be sufficiently many mappings of p°° into g. Now in
the notation of the proof of Theorem 3.2, (Zp9 g)~g under the mapping
a^KxiX). We show next that f~ι(p^τ)~p°°, that is, p°° with the discrete
topology is a subgroup of (Zp9 g). By Lemma 3.2, there is a neighbor-
hood V of 0 in g such that Vf\p~7 contains no nonzero subgroup of
p°°r. Consider the neighborhood U(ZP, V) of 0 in (Zpf g). lίae U(ZP, F),
then (x(l) e V. Now if α(l) e p°°τ, then a(Zp)CZp°°τ since for sufficiently
large n, a(pn)=0. But a(Zp) is a subgroup, so that a(Zp)={Q}. Thus
if ueU{Zp, V)f\f-ι{p°°τ), that is, α(l)e VΠϊ>~τ, α=0. Thus U{ZP, V)f\
/-1(Jp

ββ^)={0} and /- ι(Pβ β τ) is discrete. Thus by Lemma 3.3, p°° is a
direct factor of (Zp, g), let (Zp, g)=pooxgι. Now ((Zp, g), g)=(pcoxgu g)
~O°% g)x(gu g) so that by hypothesis, Zp^(p°°, g)x(gl9 g). We note
that one of these factors must be {0} since if Zp were expressible as
a direct product p™^{Zp, v°°) would be also. Clearly if #r^{0}, (gl9 g)
^{0}. Therefore since (p"9g)^£{0}9 ^ = { 0 } and (Zp9 g)^p~. Thus
since (Zp, g)~g, gc^p~. It follows from the method of the proof that
if g contains p°°τ as a direct factor, g=p°°τ.

(b) In the case that g is L.C.A. (Zp9 g)~g by Theorem 3.3. Hence
{Zpf g) is L.C.A. p-pximaxy and exactly as in the pxoof of part (a),
g~p°°. Since the discrete topology is the only locally compact topology
on a countable group S g—P™*

(c) Assume that g~^p°° x p°° x x p°°, ra factors, rc> 1. We note
first that (pTO, g)^(p~, g~). Since p°° is discrete, we have (p~, <Γ)—{all
homomorphisms of p°° into g°°}9 and (p°°9 g°°d)^(p°°, g°°). But (p°°9 g°°d)^

(p°°, ^ x ^ x xp°°)^(ZpxZpX xZp) which is compact. Thus the
algebraic isomorphism of (p°°, g°°a) into (p°°9 g°°) is continuous and one-to-
one, hence bicontinuous. Therefore (p~, g~)^ZpxZpx - - xZp. ((p°°, g), g)
^(Zp, g) x (Zp9 g) x x ( ^ , ^ ) ^ ^ xgx---xg which is clearly not p°°.
Hence if g^p°°, gίM must contain infinitely many factors. Now if g
contains small open compact subgroups, g will be L.C.A and by part (b)
g~p°°. We assume that g contains a neighborhood V which contains no
compact subgroups. In this case (Zp9 g) is discrete since U{ZP1 V)= {0}
is open. Now if gφp00, then

1 This statement follows from the fact that a non-discrete locally compact countable
space must have isolated points. See, for example [3].
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since a divisible subgroup of a discrete group is a direct factor. Hence

ZP^((ZP, g), g)^(p~xgι, g)^{v°°, g)x(9u 9)

which is a contradiction as observed above. Hence every neighborhood
of g must contain a compact nonopen subgroup.

This theorem shows that a reasonable conjecture for a possible
auxiliary group would be Π p°° or wk Π p°° (see § 5 for definition) pro-
vided with a connected or at least non-T.D. topology. We also know
from Theorem 3.6 that if a duality theorem obtains, it is entirely different
from the classical type in that the duals of some compact groups (in
particular Zp) will be non-locally compact.

4 A duality theory for compact T D A groups* We present in
this section a duality theory which does not carry over to the general
L.C.A. case but applies to all compact T.D.A. groups. The theory is
of some interest since the character groups are genuinely different from
those in the Pontrjagin theory. The auxiliary group will be g= ΠΓ2>ΓT*
where pu p3, ••• represent all primes and the τ% are any separated
topologies, ΠΓ PΐH being the full direct product with Tychonoff topology.

LEMMA 4.1. If G is pk-primary, then (G, g)^={G, pΓk).

Proof. Since a group may be p-primary for at most one p, it is
clear that if a e (G, g), then

α(G)C(0, ••-, 0,pΓ*, 0, •..)•

Thus (G, g)^(G, pr»).
Since we deal with direct products in the following theorems, we

shall adopt the convention that we do not distinguish between the ele-
ments xλ 6 Gλ and (0, , 0, xλ9 0, •) e Π Gλ.

LEMMA 4.2. // Giy i = l , 2, •••, are L.C.A. prprimary groups, then

Gt,g^n (Go pΓO

Proof. Let G= Π Gt and A e (G, g). We determine {at} eh(Gt, pΓι)
1 1

where at e (G4, pTH) as follows: at(xt)=A(xt). Thus each at is a
continuous homomorphism of G« into pT7κ We know oc^G^CZpΓ1 from
Lemma 4.1. We shall map A ̂ {ai] and show that / is a bicontinuous
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isomorphism of (G, g) onto ΠΓ (Gίf pΓTί). f is clearly a homomorphism.
Since A({xt})= {A(xt)}, f is one-to-one. If {at} e tt? (Gίf pΓή, we may
define A({xt})= {cttfa)}. It is easily seen that Ae(G, g) and that f(A)
= {αj so that / is onto. We must now prove that / is bicontinuous.
If W is a neighborhood of 0 in ΠΓ(G*, Pΐ7ί), then W is of the form

( ~,W4Ciιt F t l ), . . . . TF ί n (C v F ( n), •••)

where TF^C(G^, 2>ζτ^ ) If we let

Z>=(0, •• , C ί . . . . , C, , 0, - ) C Π G f ,

then Z) is compact. Letting F = ( , Fί]L, , F t , •)> a neighborhood of
0 in g, it is easy to verify that f(U(D, V))<ZW" Now let U(D, V) be a
neighborhood of 0 in (ΠΓ Gif g) where y = ( , F h , , T ί n , ) O If
Ĵ t is the projection of G onto Gu let C t = F t (/?) for i = l , •••, w. Then

is a neighborhood of 0 in Π (G<, vTH) with the property that /~1

1

Thus / is bicontinuous.

THEOREM 4.1. If G is a compact T.D.A. group, then ((G, g), g)~G.

Proof. First we note that G= ΠΓ Gt where the Gt are the pΓprimary
components of G and that (Gt, p?τή is a L.C.A. p-primary group. Hence
by Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 3.4 we have

((G, g), g)^([ π G4, flr), ̂ ) ^ ( π Gi9 pTTi), g)~ π ((Gt, pΓ')» 2>ΓT«)

In the classical theory, (G, g) is discrete if G is compact. However,
in this case,

oo

(G, g)= Π (Gi9 pTH)
1

which is an infinite product of discrete groups since each Gt is compact
and hence each (Gίt pΓι) is discrete. Such a product is clearly not
discrete so that these character groups of some compact T.D.A. groups
are not the same as the classical character groups.
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5 A duality theory for all L C.T D.A. groups. The auxiliary
group in this case will be the discrete weak direct product of p? for
all prime pif g=wk IIΓ vΐ, that is the subgroup of the full direct product
in which all but a finite number of components are 0. Our object is to
prove that ((G, g), g)^G for all L.C.T.D.A. groups. We shall use the
following notation throughout all lemmas and theorems of the present
section. G will be a L.C.T.D.A. group. From Theorem 3.1, G=
L Π Gp : Hp where the Gp are the primary components of G and the Hp

are the primary components of some open compact subgroup HdG. Fp

will be the projection of G onto Gp. gd=wkΠ?p? with discrete topology
and 0τ=wkΠΓpΓ with topology τ.

LEMMA 5.1. If G is a p^-prίmarg group, then (G, gd)^(G, pΐ).

Proof. The proof is the same as that of Lemma 4.1.

LEMMA 5.2. // C is a compact subset of G, then FP(C)CZHP for all
but a finite number of the p's.

Proof. Consider the discrete group G/H. Let D be the image of
C under the natural mapping of G onto GjH. D is compact and hence
finite. Let

D={a1 + H, a2 + H, •••, an±H} ,

and let aj={aJ

p}. Since G is a local direct product, for any l<^*<In,

aj

peHp for all but a finite number of the p ' s . Let p 4 , •••, p%n be the

set of indices for which aj

p0Hp for some l<Lj<jn. Now for any xeC we

have xeak + H for some l<Jc<Ln. Thus x=ak + h, heHand xp=a*p + hp9

hpeHp. For p-φpiiy •••,#« we have apeHp and hence xpeHp so t h a t

FP(C)CHP.

Before stating the next theorem, we note that since Hp~(GPIHpf p°°)>
the group Hp is an open compact subgroup of Gp for all p.

THEOREM 5.1. // G=LΠ Gp : Hpj then

Proof. Let

Ae(LΏGp:Hp,g
d)

be given. For each p we determine ap e (Gp, p°°) as follows :
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ap(xp)=A(xp) for xpeGp.

Each ap is clearly a continuous homomorphism. We must show that
all but a finite number are in their respective i?*'s. If a$ΈL% for
some infinite set S of p's, then for each peS, let kpeHp be such that

and let

X= {xp} e LΠ Gp : Hp

where xp=hp for peS, xp=0 otherwise. NOΛV

Pn

lim Σ %p=X

so that

lim .
?Z->oo

But A(xp)=ap(xp)ϊ£0 for an infinite set of p's and therefore A{{xp})φga

which is a weak direct product. Hence S must be finite. Now we map

A e (LΠ Gp : HPJ gd)^ {ap} e LΠ (Gp, p°°): H* .

/ is an isomorphism as in the proof of Lemma 4.2. If

fo,} eLΠ(G,, ? - ) : # * ,

define A({xp})={ap(xp)} e gd . If pti, •••, ptn is the set of p's such that
ap$Hp , we observe that the neighborhood J7=( , Fp^, ••-, Fp^, •••)
where αp,.(F^.)={0} and VPί dHPi, is such that A(C7)={0} so that A is
a continuous homomorphism. Since f(A)= {<xp}, / is onto. It remains to
show the homeomorphism of the two groups. If

Z7=(. , UPtl(Cptl, {0})Γ\H*tl9 • , ^

is any neighborhood of 0 in LΠ (Gp, p°°): H* we may consider CPί. as

a compact subset of LΠ Gp : Hp . If D=\J CPi. and T F - T F φ U ^ , {0})
1 J

then f(W)CU. Now if Z7(Z), {0}) is any neighborhood of 0 in (LΠ Gp :
•Hp» ̂ ) we let CP=FP(D) and by Lemma 5.2 we may let piχf •••, p* be
the set of p's such that CPίicχ_HPij. It is easily verified that

V=( - , VPti(CPti\JHP{i, {0}), . . , VPt(PPt\)HPin, {0}), )

is such that /- 1 (F)C?7.

THEOREM 5.2. // G is L.C.T.D.A., then ((G, </"), ̂ ) ^ G .
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Proof. ((G, 9% 0d)S((LΠ Gp : Hp, g% ^ ( L Π (Gp, p~): H*, g%
Clearly (Gp, p°°) is p-primary and is the p-primary component of LlΊ (Gpf

p°°): Hp . Also, Hp is an open compact subgroup of (Gp, p°°) as noted
in the statement preceding Theorem 5.1. Applying Theorem 5.1 to the
group LΠ (Gpf p°°):H* , we have

*)*(((?, g% g*)~LU ((Gp, p~), p~): (H*)

Since by Theorem 3.4, ((Gp, p°°), p°°)~Gpf it will be sufficient to show that
(H*)*=HP . Now from Theorem 2.1, H%^(GPIHP, p°°). Applying this
result to the open compact subgroup Hp of (Gp, p°°)9 we obtain

But from Theorem 2.3 we have

(Gp,

Therefore

since Hp is a compact p-primary group.
We next investigate the conditions on the topology τ which give us

a duality theorem with gT as the auxiliary group.

LEMMA 5.3. // A is a continuous komomorpkism of a L.C.T.D.A.
group G into gτ, then A is a continuous homomorphism of G into ga.

Proof. Let H be an open compact subgroup of G. Consider the
compact group A(H) in gτ. Since the only locally compact topology on
a countable group is discrete, (see proof of Theorem 3.6) A(H) is discrete
and hence A'^O) is open in H. Therefore, A is a continuous mapping
on H to gd. But since H is open, A is continuous on G to gd.

THEOREM 5.3. ((?, ga)^(G, gτ) for any topology r. // G is discrete
then (G, gd)^(G, ff).

Proof. Lemma 5.3 establishes the algebraic isomorphism between
(G, ga) and ((?, gτ). It is clear that if G is discrete, then (G, gd) is com-
pact and therefore ((?, gd)~(G, gτ), since (G, gd) has a stronger topology
than (G, gτ).

THEOREM 5.4. A necessary and sufficient condition that ((G, ̂ τ ) , ^τ)
= G for all L.C.T.D.A. groups G is that g7 not have arbitrarily small
subgroups.
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Proof. Since (G, gd)^:(G, gτ), if gτ does not have arbitrarily small
subgroups the proof that (G, gd)^(G, gr) proceeds exactly as the proof
of Theorem 3.5. Thus the sufficiency of the condition follows from the
duality theorem for gd. To show the necessity, we consider the discrete
group

CPί=LlΊ CPί: {0}.

From Theorem 5.3 we have (G, gr)~(G, gd), and from Theorem 5.1

(G, gd)^LU CPi: CPί^ Π CPi.

Thus if we assume ((G, g7), gτ)~g, we have

( Π CPt, ( f )^wk Π CPi .

However, if gΎ has arbitrarily small subgroups it has small finite sub-
groups and hence small copies of cyclic groups of prime order. Thus
every neighborhood of 0 in g will contain a continuous homomorphic
nonzero image of Π^ Cpt and (ΐl™ Cpίf gτ) cannot be discrete.

We note that if G is compact, then ((G, g7), gr)~G for any topology
r. If G is compact, then (G, ga) is discrete so every homomorphism of
(G, gd) into ga is continuous. Hence if ye((G, gτ), gr)f then y may be
considered as belonging to ((G, gd)f gd)~G. Thus we see that the em-
bedding of G in ((G, gτ), gτ) described in Proposition 2 of § 2 covers
((G, gr), gτ). Since G is compact and the mapping of G onto ((G, gτ), g7)
is continuous and one-to-one, it is bicontinuous and the duality theorem
is true if G is compact.
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